FOOL HEARTED MEMORY

Choreographers: Joe and Peggy Dungan  Email: caller.joe@gmail.com
Music: Fool Hearted Memory  George Strait, Wal-Mart download
Rhythm: Two Step  Phase II+1 Strolling Vine Speed at 45 RPM
Release Date: May 2009  Sequence: Intro-A-B-C-D-A-B-C 1-8-Ending

INTRO: Wait opening notes in BFLY;
Roll 4 to open;; Hitch 6;; Circle in 4 to BJO Man Fc Wl;; 2 Turning Two Steps to Cl LOD;;

PART A:
Walk Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Back Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Walk and Face; Open Vine 4 Man Maneuver;;
Pivot 2 to Cl LOD;
Walk Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Back Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Walk and Face; Open Vine 4 Man Maneuver;;
Pivot 2 to Cl Wall;

PART B:
Traveling Doors;;;; Walk away two; 2 Step to Face;
Walk together 2; 2 Step to Closed Wall;

PART C:
Strolling Vine to BJO;;;; Fwd Hitch; Hitch/Scissors Semi;
Open Vine 4;;
Strolling Vine to BJO;;;; Fwd Hitch; Hitch/Scissors Semi;
Open Vine 4 to Closed Wall;

PART D:
Traveling Box;;; To A Lace Up ending in a Pick-Up;;;

PART A:
Walk Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Back Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Walk and Face; Open Vine 4 Man Maneuver;;
Pivot 2 to Cl LOD;
Walk Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Back Two; One Right Turning Two Step;
Walk and Face; Open Vine 4 Man Maneuver;;
Pivot 2 to Cl Wall;

PART B:
Traveling Doors;;; Walk away two; 2 Step to Face;
Walk together 2; 2 Step to Closed Wall;

Part C 1 – 8:
Strolling Vine to BJO;;; Fwd Hitch; Hitch/Scissors Semi;
Open Vine 4;;

ENDING: Circle Away and Together;; Slow Vine Twirl 2;
Step Apart and Point;